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Chapter 1391 

1391 The secret of Lei min 

there was a problem with the kitchen’s pipes last night. The kitchen staff were in a hurry and overturned 

the cabinet with the condiments. They were cleaning it up until after midnight ... 

Lin Hanxing said without a change in his expression. He casually poured the two cups of coffee along the 

sink. 

“Maybe he mixed the sugar packets with other seasonings.” 

The salty and bitter taste in his mouth just now was really refreshing and fresh. 

Lei Qian smiled in sudden realization. Then, he seemed to have thought of something and his eyes that 

were staring at Lin Hanxing gradually turned dark. 

He turned around and re-brewed the coffee. 

“When did eldest sister-in-law find out?” 

After a long while, Lei Qian suddenly spoke without even looking at Lin Hanxing. 

They were all smart people, and even if they didn’t say it out loud, they both understood. 

“A long time ago,” 

Lin Hanxing was silent for a moment before he gave Lei Qian the answer he wanted. 

“There’s something wrong with your taste sense.” 

She put the coffee cup back on the counter. There was no sympathy in her voice. It was so calm as if she 

was talking about the clear weather outside. 

It was Lin Hanxing’s usual attitude that made Lei Qian’s tensed shoulders relax. 

The aroma of the coffee gradually spread in the air ... 

after the kidnapping, I realized that my sense of taste had deteriorated. At first, I couldn’t taste 

sweetness, then it became sour, bitter, spicy, and salty. Over time, I got used to it. 

Lin Hanxing frowned. 

After decades of hiding and suppressing himself, not to mention that he was able to not give himself 

away in front of his family, one could only imagine how deep Lei Jing’s understanding of everyone in the 

family was. 

“Have you checked?” 

The reason for losing his sense of taste was nothing more than a physiological or psychological problem, 

but no matter what, as long as there was no problem with his nerves, he should have improved over the 

years. 
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However, she could not find any trace of it on Lei min. 

I checked it many times when I was abroad, but it didn’t work. I gave up after a long time. 

As they spoke, the coffee had been remade. 

Lei min reached out and poured it into the coffee cup. The rich aroma assailed his nose, but this time, he 

did not forget to check the sugar packet. After confirming that it was authentic, he handed it to Lin 

Hanxing again. 

“It won’t affect my work anyway.” 

Lei min’s words were Frank and direct. 

“Sister-in-law ...” 

Lin Hanxing’s hands paused and he looked up at him. 

I hope you can continue to help me keep this a secret. I don’t want to burden big brother and my family. 

Lei min’s lips curled up, his voice gentle and peaceful. 

“Lightning strike ...” 

Without waiting for Lin Hanxing to finish, Lei Xiao, who had just finished his morning run, walked in from 

outside. He successfully stopped her from saying anything and swallowed her words. 

Lei Qian, who was standing at the side, made a shushing gesture to Lin Hanxing while Lei Xiao was not 

paying attention. Then, he took the sandwich that he had made and walked out. 

Lei Xiao held Lin Hanxing in his arms with one hand, opened the refrigerator with the other, and took 

out a bottle of clean water. 

He drank very quickly, his Adam’s apple moving up and down. 

Sweat trickled down from his forehead, making him look mature and sexy. His casually opened collar 

revealed his firm chest. He pursed his thin lips and gave Lin Hanxing a light kiss on the corner of his lips. 

“Morning!” 

A strong masculine aura surged, exuding a fatal charm. 

... The yuan Corporation will be holding a board meeting today. Whether this meeting can successfully 

resolve the recent impact on the yuan Corporation, our station will continue to follow up and report ... 

A faint voice came from the distance. 

Obviously, the public was paying a lot of attention to the decision that the yuan corporation’s Board of 

Directors would make today. 

Chapter 1392 

1392 This is the plane ticket 

“I’ve already contacted the people in Australia.” 
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As soon as he finished speaking, the morning light shone in through the floor-to-ceiling window, 

outlining the man’s side profile. Although he had no expression, the warmth between his brows was 

unique to Lin Hanxing. 

He handed her the folder that he had already prepared. 

“If they like to play, then play with them.” 

Lei Xiao’s deep voice seemed calm, but it was actually turbulent. 

“As long as you’re happy.” 

He threw the empty bottle accurately into the trash can and narrowed his sharp eyes at the end of his 

sentence, as if he was silently disdaining those people. 

Lin Hanxing’s mind was still on Lei min’s matter. When he heard Lei Xiao’s words, he wanted to say 

something but stopped. Fortunately, Yan beiming and Yuan Kang suddenly barged in and broke the 

silence. 

“I’ll go take a shower.” 

Lei Xiao’s large palm held the top of Lin Hanxing’s head and rubbed it indulgently, then he went upstairs. 

“Ah Xiao is just going to take a shower, can you not be so reluctant?” 

Yan beiming could not help but click his tongue. 

“Yuan Kang, you’re coming with me to the board meeting of the yuan group today.” 

Lin Hanxing had just finished speaking when Yuan Kang stopped what he was doing and looked up at 

her. 

“Are you really going to take me there?” 

For a moment, Yuan Kang didn’t know what to feel. 

as a member of the yuan family, of course you are qualified to attend the board meeting of the yuan’s 

group. 

The yuan family ... 

A kind of hot blood surged in Yuan Kang’s heart. It was a rare acknowledgment in his life. 

“Little cold star, little cold star, I want to go too!” 

Hearing that there would be a commotion, Yan beiming could not help but look at Lin Hanxing. 

“You ...” 

Lin Hanxing turned to look at him, his beautiful eyes full of light. The hair on Yan beiming’s back stood 

up, his intuition telling him that little Hanxing was up to no good. 

“You still have other tasks.” 

“Ha?” 



Yan beixiao was completely confused. He did not understand what Lin Hanxing was trying to do! 

“These are the plane tickets.” 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing had already placed a plane ticket in Yan beixiao’s hands. 

“Ah Xiao has already helped you with your visa.” 

These few words left Yan beixiao dumbfounded. These two people had already helped him arrange 

everything without saying a word! 

“No, little Hanxing, you should at least tell me where we’re going!” 

Yan beiming looked like he wanted to cry. 

“Can’t you see for yourself?” he asked. 

Lin Hanxing pointed at the destination on the ticket, indicating for Yan beiming to take a look. 

When he took a closer look, he felt even more bitter ... 

In Australia ... 

“Can I choose to die ...” 

Yan beiming just wanted to eat, sleep and hit Doudou in country G comfortably. Little Hanxing was so 

cruel! 

there’s a document here. I need you to personally sign the contract with the representatives from 

Australia. I’ve already placed the authorization letter inside. You can go to the airport with this. 

As Lin Hanxing spoke, he passed the documents that Lei Xiao had just passed to him to Yan beixiao, his 

eyes full of smiles. 

“What kind of document is this ...” 

Yan Beichen opened the envelope with a sad face. When he took out the item inside and peeked inside, 

his voice was stuck in his throat. 

He blinked. 

“Wonderful! You have a good plan, I have a ladder to cross the bridge! When did you start preparing for 

this?” 

Yan beiming looked up in surprise. 

Yuan Kang, who had heard these words, looked over curiously, wanting to see what kind of bridge 

ladder he was holding. 

However, before she could get close, she was blocked by Yan beixiao with a ‘disgusted’ look, and she did 

not see a single word! 

This made Yuan Kang even more curious about those things! 

Chapter 1393 
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1393 The aesthetics of a straight man 

this mine has been buried here for so long. Do I have to wait until it explodes before I know the danger? 

” 

Lin Hanxing said casually and glanced at his watch. 

“The mute uncle is already waiting outside. You have ten minutes to get ready.” 

Hearing this, Yan beiming said, ” I’ll go! and ran upstairs. He casually packed some luggage and ran down 

in a hurry. He got into his car and left. 

Everything was done perfectly in ten minutes! 

Yuan Kang was dumbfounded! 

“What are you still doing here?” 

After sending Yan beixun off, Lin Hanxing turned slightly and saw Yuan Kang still standing in a daze. 

She said coldly. 

After that, she brushed past him and went upstairs to change her clothes. 

Only Yuan Kang was left behind, still in a daze as if he had been struck by lightning ... 

.................. 

“Wear this.” 

Lei Xiao, who had just walked out of the bathroom with a bath towel wrapped around his waist, walked 

behind Lin Hanxing, drenched. He pointed at the suit hanging in the cloakroom and leaned over to 

whisper a kiss into his wife’s ear. 

“A straight man’s aesthetic.” 

Even though he said that, Lin Hanxing still changed into the set that Lei Xiao had chosen. 

the second Prince’s men didn’t stay idle last night. I believe they will make a move soon. 

Lei Xiao’s rough fingers gently stroked her Jade-like earlobe, and her small ears, which had not been 

adorned with earrings, were smooth and white. 

He couldn’t bear to part with it. 

“It’s rare,” 

It was rare for the second Prince to be so desperate. 

Lin Hanxing’s lips curved into a mocking smile. She tilted her head and pretended to put on the matching 

jewelry one by one. However, before she could do anything, Lei Xiao had already taken the lead and 

received it. 

His movements were clumsy, but his strength was surprisingly gentle. 



It was easy to distinguish the tenderness in her actions. 

“What did you want to tell me this morning?” 

Lei Xiao’s thin lips suddenly moved slightly. If not for Yuan Kang and Yan beiming’s sudden entry, 

Hanxing would have had something to say to him. 

“......” 

Lin Hanxing did not expect him to bring up the same old topic again. He immediately thought of Lei 

Qian’s Secret, but this time, he could not bring himself to say it. 

With ah Xiao’s personality, he would definitely blame himself if he knew. 

Not to mention the fact that he had not discovered all these years ... 

I’m fine. I just wanted to tell you that I’ll be back soon and that you shouldn’t miss me! 

Without waiting for Lei Xiao to speak again, Lin Hanxing had already taken the lead and stood on her 

tiptoes to place her lips on his thin lips, easily stopping him from continuing. 

“......” 

He didn’t even suspect a thing. Lei Xiao was sure that he was being perfunctory with his wife! 

Lin Hanxing panted as she dodged the hand that was trying to pull her to the bed, and nimbly slipped to 

the side. If this went on, her first trip to Yuan Corporation would end in her being late! 

“Don’t try to tempt me!” 

After saying this, Lin Hanxing slipped out of the bedroom door like a rabbit. 

“......” 

Lei Xiao lowered his head in silence and looked at the part wrapped in the towel ... 

With a muffled bang, she fell onto the big bed covered with a black silk bed sheet, and her cold face fell 

down as she flopped twice ... 

“That ...” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice rang in his ears again. 

He quietly raised his head from the bed and looked at the woman who had peeked her head out of the 

door. His dark eyes seemed to be thinking about something. 

“Come and pick me up at Yuan Corporation after you’re done!” 

After saying this, Lin Hanxing, who was all smiles, slipped away like a rabbit! 

“......” 

Chapter 1394 

1394 This little girl also wants to manage the company 
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Yuan’s group Headquarters. 

At this moment, the entire group was shrouded in a tense atmosphere. 

In fact, ever since Yuan shaojing announced his successor to the public, the atmosphere in the yuan 

group had never dissipated. 

No one had expected that Mr. Yuan would so easily hand over the yuan family’s future to a 26-year-old 

woman. The first thing that woman did after coming to country G was to offend the second Princess 

Consort and the senanda family behind her. 

Everyone was in danger! 

At the same time, an intense argument was going on in the upper level’s Lounge! 

this little girl wants to manage the company? I think old Yuan is really old and muddled! 

“It is! The senanda family is clearly not going to let the yuan family go. If they really take the sugar 

industry away, not only US, but the entire Chinese circle will be in turmoil!” 

“What a joke! When that time comes, can she, a mere Lin xiaojiu, really bear the responsibility?” 

The crowd chimed in one after another, but the few people from the yuan family didn’t say anything. 

They took advantage of the chaos to communicate with their eyes. 

“Third brother, did the second Princess Consort’s people really say that?” 

Yuan Meiyun, the youngest of the yuan family, sat closest to her third brother and whispered in his ear. 

Yuan San first looked around guiltily, then glared at her warningly, for fear that the walls would have 

ears and spoil the big deal! 

Originally, after what had happened before, Yuan San thought that it was completely hopeless for him 

to get close to the second Princess Consort and was depressed for a while. But who knew that a few 

days ago, he received a phone call and it was actually from the second Princess Consort! 

The other party promised that as long as Yuan San cooperated, he would definitely get some benefits. 

Wasn’t this exactly like someone giving you a pillow when you were sleepy! 

Yuan San immediately agreed. 

He was just waiting for the Board of Directors meeting to burn even brighter, and it would be best if he 

could Burn Lin xiaojiu to a pulp! 

“Everyone, please calm down ...” 

While calculating in his heart, Yuan San interrupted the dissatisfaction of the yuan family’s Board of 

Directors with a smile. 

“Since she is the person chosen by big brother, there must be something he admires. Today is miss Lin’s 

first visit to our Yuan family since big brother appointed her. Please give face to big brother and don’t be 

too harsh ...” 



While speaking, Yuan San had already occupied a good seat. 

“Hmph! If I had known that old Yuan was so muddleheaded, I would have let you be the successor!” 

A certain director was so angry that the people around him all agreed with him! 

Hehe, now that you know how good I am, why did you bother about me earlier? 

Yuan San was all smiles on his face, but he was cursing in his heart. However, he was in a good mood 

today and didn’t bother to argue with this group of people. 

When he took over the yuan Corporation in the future, he would definitely teach these old things a 

lesson! 

it’s almost time. Let’s go to the meeting room! 

Yuan San looked at his watch and pretended to be sincere. At the same time, he was thinking about 

what he was going to say during the board meeting. He was full of confidence and was just waiting for 

Lin xiaojiu to jump into the pit herself! 

The group walked towards the International Conference hall ... 

Soon, they were all seated. 

As time passed by, the agreed meeting time was about to arrive, but Lin xiaojiu was still nowhere to be 

seen. The crowd, who had just calmed down, was once again enraged! 

Yuan san’s brows furrowed.’This Lin xiaojiu can’t be backing out at the last minute, right? 

Just as he was thinking, the door of the International Conference hall was suddenly pushed open from 

the outside! 

“That ... That ...” 

The person who spoke was panting and had a frightened expression on his face. It was obvious that 

something big had happened! 

“It’s not good!” 

Chapter 1395-reverse the routine 

Hearing these three words, everyone’s heart skipped a beat! 

what are you shouting about? what happened? explain clearly! 

Everyone stood up and looked at the man. 

If it wasn’t for something important, why would the other party barge in without even knocking on the 

door? 

“Yes, speak clearly!” 

Yuan San repeatedly rubbed the back of his hand with his palm. His intuition told him that what this 

person was going to say next was definitely not what he wanted to hear! 



The person panted a few times and finally finished speaking in one breath! 

a press conference is being held downstairs!!! 

What? 

Everyone in the International Conference hall was dumbfounded! 

They were waiting for the Board of Directors meeting upstairs, but there was a press conference 

downstairs without even informing them? 

Who was it? 

Did he even care about the Board of Directors? 

“Who is it? Who’s holding a press conference downstairs?” 

However, Yuan San suddenly took a step forward and grabbed the person’s arm with force. His eyes 

were like knives. 

“Lin ... Lin Hanxing!” 

She said that her name was Lin Hanxing, and this name had been spread throughout the yuan 

Corporation a long time ago! 

There must be no one who didn’t know her identity! 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

The moment they heard this name, everyone couldn’t find their voices for a long time! 

They were all waiting here to punish her, but who knew that this woman would turn the tables on 

them? let alone punishing her, they couldn’t even catch up with her brain circuit! 

A press conference? 

What press conference! 

damn it!!! 

Suddenly, Yuan San ran towards the elevator after saying this, as if there was a ghost chasing him from 

behind. 

The others also quickly came back to their senses and ran out of the International Conference hall ... 

.................. 

Downstairs of Yuan Corporation. 



The dreamy music fountain in the square in front of the gate was spurting water dozens of meters, 

elegant and magnificent. The press conference that surprised the board members was held not far from 

here. 

The local media of Xuelan province, who had received the call invitation, would not miss this 

opportunity. They rushed to the destination with their equipment in the shortest time possible. 

In a short time, all the media in the city seemed to have gathered at Yuan Corporation. 

The road was so blocked that not even water could flow through! 

At this moment, the main culprit who had caused the traffic to almost stop was leisurely watching all 

this happen. On the other hand, the mute uncle and Yuan Kang were standing behind her ... 

One was cold as usual, while the other was nervous. 

“Such a big formation!” 

Yuan Kang reached out and adjusted his tie, feeling a little confused. He didn’t know what Lin Hanxing 

was up to this time. 

As soon as she got out of the car, before she even entered the yuan corporation’s headquarters, Lin 

Hanxing had already contacted the media in the city. Then, she entered a leisurely state. 

On the contrary, the staff of Yuan Corporation didn’t know about the press conference until the media 

arrived. 

Suddenly, the entire Yuan Corporation fell into a state of tension. 

“Hey, you’ve been so mysterious since this morning. You even asked that Yan guy to go to Australia. 

What are you trying to do?” 

Yuan Kang moved closer to Lin Hanxing and asked. 

However, before Lin Hanxing could say anything, uncle hai had returned. 

He leaned over and whispered something into Lin Hanxing’s ear, only to see the latter’s lips curl up into 

a faint smile. The moment the smile appeared, Yuan Kang’s hair stood on end ... 

Um ... 

Why was this feeling so familiar? 

“Everyone’s here, let’s start!” 

Chapter 1396 

1396 This is the first fire 

Lin Hanxing’s words rang in Yuan Kang’s ears before he could react. 

As her voice fell, a series of muffled thumps came from the revolving door of the yuan group’s 

headquarters. 
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He focused his eyes. 

A group of men in suits and leather shoes slammed against the door like headless flies, squeezing 

together. It was quite comedic! 

Yuan Kang even recognized some of them! 

This was what Lin Hanxing had said ... 

Everyone’s here? 

Yuan Kang couldn’t figure out what this woman wanted to do. 

He was thinking about one thing, but his feet had already subconsciously followed Lin Hanxing’s side. 

Almost at the same time as they moved, countless flashes lit up, causing Yuan Kang’s muscles to tense 

up! 

thank you to all the media and reporters here today. Next, the current successor of the yuan group, miss 

Lin Hanxing, will officially announce an extremely important piece of news to the public. 

Just as the Board of Directors rushed out in a hurry, uncle Hai’s voice spread through the microphone to 

every corner of the room! 

Important information! 

Hearing this, the yuan family’s faces turned ugly. 

In fact, it wasn’t just the yuan family, even the Board of Directors ‘faces turned ashen! 

She didn’t inform them that she was holding a press conference and even said that she had something 

important to announce. Was this woman not taking them seriously? 

Realizing this, everyone subconsciously started looking for Lin Hanxing. 

However, there was no need to look for him deliberately. In the crowd, one look and their eyes would 

involuntarily fall on that person, even if it was an unconscious action. 

Today, Lin Hanxing’s clothes were mainly white and black. 

A white slim-fit shirt with seven-quarter Lotus-leaf sleeves matched with black wide-legged pants. The 

extremely simple design completely highlighted the cold and hard aura in Lin Hanxing’s bones, and his 

whole body exuded a cold aura. 

However, there was a slight smile at the corner of his lips. 

The morning light poured in from all directions, as if covering her with a thin veil. 

“I’m sorry to have called everyone here so early.” 

Her red lips parted slightly. 

The color of her lipstick was just right, and the women present almost couldn’t help but go up to her and 

ask for her color number. 



after the press conference is over, I’ll have to trouble everyone to go over there and collect your red 

packets. Consider it my treat. 

Hearing this, the reporter looked in the direction of her finger and saw that someone was waiting not far 

away with a huge amount of red packets. This discovery obviously caused a commotion in the crowd. 

This was the first time they had encountered such a good thing when they were in the news! 

At that moment, no matter what kind of thoughts the reporters had, they had a good impression of Lin 

Hanxing. After all, they were always out running news and it was rare for them to receive such 

treatment! 

Ha! 

Yuan San squinted his eyes and took in the entire scene. 

Lin xiaojiu’s methods of roping people in were indeed extraordinary! 

the next thing I’m going to announce is related to the development of Yuan group in the next ten years, 

so I’ve specially picked this opportunity to make a solemn statement. 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was calm and steady. In the eyes of others, he did not look like a 26-year-old woman 

at all! 

Yuan’s group’s development in the next ten years? 

Everyone on the Board of Directors couldn’t help but gasp when they heard this. 

Why didn’t they know anything about this? 

What was that Lin fellow going to announce to the public? 

As the saying goes,”a new official has to do three things in order to succeed.” Lin Hanxing’s first move 

had almost burned all of them down! 

“I declare ...” 

Lin Hanxing said slowly as he looked at the crowd in front of him ... 

Chapter 1397 

1397 A world-shaking declaration 

At the same time, in the royal family. 

The second wangfei leaned on the chaise lounge and gently massaged her aching temple with her 

fingers. 

“How’s the progress?” 

Last night, the call from Beijing didn’t go through. She was nervous but also a little glad. 

If that person knew that he had messed up again ... 

Shamaga slowly lowered her hand. 
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She had to find that Qin guy before Lin xiaojiu did, and then ... 

“Yuan San is a man who knows how to adapt to the situation. He will definitely do as we say during the 

board meeting.” 

The nanny comforted her. 

“I’m only afraid that he can’t control that little slut!” 

At the mention of Lin xiaojiu, she gritted her teeth in hatred. 

“Where’s farick?” 

She had not seen her son since she came back last night. She was really worried that he would cause her 

trouble again! 

“The second Prince returned to his family early in the morning.” 

Just as the nanny finished speaking, there was a rapid knock on the door. She subconsciously looked at 

the second Princess Consort, who was frowning and looking impatient, and quickly went to open the 

door. 

Soon, when she returned, she hurriedly picked up the remote control and turned on the TV in the room. 

“Why are you panicking?” 

With a click, the TV screen lit up, followed by a voice that made her feel terrible ... 

He suddenly sat up straight! 

“I declare ...” 

Wasn’t it that damned Lin! Small! Nine! 

.................. 

today, I’m going to officially sell off all of Yuan’s group’s parts that are involved in the sugar industry, 

including the shares of the sugar factory in boda state, the planting land, and so on. The total amount is 

about ... 

Lin Hanxing’s delicate palm-sized face was expressionless, as if he had no idea what kind of deep water 

bomb he had thrown into the entire country G! 

“2.1 billion US dollars!” 

With a loud bang, it was as if water had been poured into a pot of boiling oil. The entire media circle at 

the scene seemed to have exploded. They simply could not believe what they had just heard! 

The first thing Yuan shaojing’s handpicked successor did after taking over was to dig out the entire Yuan 

group’s Foundation! 

The reason why Yuan shaojing was able to become the richest Chinese man in country G was entirely 

because of the sugar industry. Even though his interests had declined in recent years due to the senanda 



family’s coveting, a thin camel was still bigger than a horse. Who would be willing to give up their money 

tree? 

Even though 2.1 billion USD was a high price, the senanda family, who had been waiting for this 

opportunity for many years, would definitely make a move at the first moment. And because it was the 

senanda family, no one would dare to compete with them! 

This was equivalent to giving up the title of ‘Sugar King’! 

“Nonsense! This is simply nonsense!” 

The group of Yuan’s group’s Board of Directors ‘blood pressure was soaring at this time, and they 

couldn’t even stand steadily. They were about to rush up and snatch the microphone from her hand and 

tell her to shut up! 

But before he could do anything, uncle hai had already signaled his confidants to stop these people. 

At this moment, Yuan San stood still. 

A wave of wild joy made him feel as light as a feather. He had not done anything yet, but he had already 

completed the task that the second Princess Consort had given him. Could this be considered as 

someone directly giving him a pillow when he was about to fall asleep? 

For the first time, he really found Lin xiaojiu pleasing to the eye! 

On the other hand, Yuan Kang, who was standing beside Lin Hanxing, felt as if she had been struck by 

lightning and could not move at all. 

Although he already knew that this woman liked to do things in an unusual way, wasn’t she playing too 

big this time? 

If it wasn’t handled well, not only would he lose his position as the richest man in country G, the entire 

Yuan group might also be buried with him! 

She ... 

Was he really that confident? 

Chapter 1398 

1398 Who could guess what she was thinking? 

that’s all I wanted to convey through the media today. 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was not loud, but there was a cold, blade-like Majesty flowing between his words. 

After saying that, Lin Hanxing entered the yuan corporation’s headquarters under the escort of the 

others. 

Soon after, through the media, the entire snowlan province and even the entire country G had already 

heard of this explosive news! 
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The news that Yuan’s group was preparing to sell off its sugar industry quickly became a topic of 

discussion on the streets! 

Almost in a short time, the stock price of Yuan’s group began to fall. The speed was beyond people’s 

imagination, as if there was an invisible hand that was constantly adding fuel to the fire ... 

.................. 

Yuan’s group Headquarters, International Conference hall. 

you made a statement without the Board of Directors ‘consent. Can you, a young girl, bear this 

responsibility? ” 

With a bang, the most ill-tempered elder on the Board of Directors slammed his palm on the table and 

was the first to explode! 

it looks like the yuan family’s hundred-year-old Foundation is going to be destroyed today!! 

ah hai, now you’re asking Yuan shaojing to come back and clean up this mess himself! 

The directors continued to make things difficult for Lin Hanxing, but their hatred was still not vented. 

Their eyes were fixed on Lin Hanxing, who was standing not far away, as if they wanted to swallow her 

alive. 

“Miss Lin, every decision you make must have been carefully thought out!” 

Seeing that Lin Hanxing had no intention of defending himself, Yuan Kang couldn’t help but speak up. 

However, as soon as he finished speaking, Yuan san’s cold gaze swept over. 

“Yuan Kang, Who Do You Think You Are? who are you to speak here?” 

He had long found this dog an eyesore! 

At that time, he was just like a dog beside him, telling him to go east and not to go west, telling him to 

go to heaven and not to go down, but this thing was just following Lin xiaojiu, and now he wanted to get 

back at him! 

What a joke! 

He, Yuan Kang, was not worthy! 

Yuan Kang didn’t say anything, but Lin Hanxing, who had been silent all this while, laughed. 

She was born beautiful, and her smile dazzled the eyes of the group of knowledgeable old guys below. 

For a moment, they forgot what they had wanted to say. 

“Yuan San, can you repeat what you just said?” 

Lin Hanxing’s beautiful eyes looked at Yuan San, who had subconsciously taken the main seat since he 

came in, and said indifferently, ” 

Yuan san’s heart skipped a beat. 



After a few encounters with Lin Hanxing, he had a better understanding of this woman. 

When she smiles at you, it doesn’t necessarily mean that she’s happy. 

When she looks at you expressionlessly, it doesn’t necessarily mean that she’s angry. 

But only when she called you by name, you have to think about it in your heart, because what awaits 

you in the next second is likely to be a storm that you are caught off guard! 

No one could guess what she was thinking ... 

Lin Hanxing sneered. 

If there was anything wrong with her, the first one would be that she protected her own people. 

The people who were assigned to her could not say anything about what they said! 

Lin Hanxing had heard enough about the ‘criticism’ conference. Since Yuan San had spoken, Lin Hanxing 

was too lazy to waste any more time. 

Her body moved. 

Her high heels clicked on the cold floor. 

Stepping on one’s heart, there was an inexplicable deep fear. 

The old guys on the Board of Directors had all heard of Lin xiaojiu’s rumors, and after knowing that Yuan 

shaojing had handpicked her, who wouldn’t do a thorough investigation? 

It didn’t matter if they didn’t investigate it, but once they did, their jaws dropped! 

Chapter 1399 

1399 Is this seat comfortable? 

She was only twenty-six years old! 

Putting aside Lin xiaojiu’s legendary life experience, just her mysterious background alone was enough 

to make him ponder for half a day! 

At first, everyone thought that she was borrowing the power of the Lei family’s young master, Lei Xiao. 

However, how could someone who even the president of the world’s most famous model agency, IM X, 

be an ordinary person when she was willing to bow down and call him Boss? 

Not to mention the Y R Lab in Jiang city, which brought considerable profits every year. It was said that 

Zhu chengdi’s laboratory would also send the revenue from the unique patent to her ... 

She heard that this woman graduated from D University ... 

D university’s name was well-known even in country G! 

Just as these people were thinking about this, they saw Lin Hanxing walk to Yuan san’s side. Yuan san’s 

face stiffened and it was as if there was a needle in the bottom of his butt. 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing bent his finger and knocked on the table in front of Yuan San. 
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“Is this seat comfortable?” 

She spoke in a tone as if she was discussing the weather outside, but the sound of the table knocking 

was like a drum beating in one’s heart, impossible to ignore. 

Yuan San broke out in a cold sweat! 

The seat he was sitting on was supposed to be Lin xiaojiu’s seat, but his big brother had been away from 

snow orchid for a while, and he had gotten used to it ... 

However, if he stood up immediately, he would lose face! 

All of a sudden, Yuan San fell into a dilemma. 

If he stood up, he would lose face. But if he didn’t, with Lin xiaojiu’s personality, his life might ... 

After thinking about it, Yuan San stood up stiffly. When he looked at Lin Hanxing, there was a hint of 

ingratiating on his face. 

Lin Hanxing turned a blind eye to this. 

“All the directors, please take a seat.” 

Immediately after, Lin Hanxing’s cold voice spread throughout the large International Conference hall. 

By the time the group of old men came back to their senses, he was already back in his seat. 

As for when they sat down, even they themselves could not tell! 

When they realized this, the senior members of the Board of Directors looked at each other and had 

other thoughts in their minds. They no longer treated Lin Hanxing as lightly as they did in the beginning. 

“I believe that everyone is very dissatisfied with my decision today ...” 

When Lin Hanxing started the conversation, someone was about to take the opportunity to speak, but 

before he could, Lin Hanxing had already raised his hand expressionlessly to him, signaling him to keep 

quiet. 

however, if you can answer my next few questions, I’m willing to ask for punishment for my recklessness 

today. 

Lin Hanxing leaned back on the black leather seat and looked around with her beautiful eyes. Her gaze 

was like a knife as it swept across everyone’s face in front of her. For some reason, it made people hold 

their breath and not dare to refute easily. 

Yuan san’s mouth twitched when no one was looking. 

At such a young age, he did not know where her aura and arrogance came from. Even he did not dare to 

look into her eyes casually. He always felt that the little girl could see through his thoughts. 

the first question. The rice candy is a dominant product in country G. Since it’s a dominant product, it 

must be restricted by the higher-ups. Does anyone have any way to change this? ” 

cough, cough, cough, cough ... 



Such a treasonous question was asked right from the start. The people who heard it were terrified. This 

was a problem with the system. What could they do to change it? 

It was just that no one dared to say these words, and no one could say them. They could only cover it up 

with a fake cough! 

“No one answered? Then the second question ...” 

Chapter 1400 

1400 You can’t, but I can 

Lin Hanxing sat firmly on the main seat, his eyes were calm and cold like water, and from afar, he gave 

off an absolutely majestic aura! 

since you can’t change the unfavorable premise for the yuan family, who can stop the senanda family’s 

ambition and territory expansion to control the sugar industry? ” 

Even with the first shocking statement as the foundation, the board members who had just caught their 

breath coughed their lungs out again when they heard this! 

She spoke ... 

Can you not be so direct? 

No one dared to make a sound! 

“It seems like no one can answer my second question.” 

Lin Hanxing lazily leaned back in the leather chair. 

No one dared to look him in the eye! 

these two questions are the most serious and unsolvable questions for Yuan Corporation. I believe that 

no one here has any objections to this, right? ” 

Still, no one spoke. Only this time, the previously indignant and impassioned Board of Directors finally 

calmed down! 

It was because of these two reasons that even when Yuan shaojing was still in power, the impact on 

Yuan’s group was an indisputable fact. 

This was a dead end! 

“Miss Lin, you mean ...?” 

The one who spoke was elder qu, who had helped Yuan shaojing conquer the country back then. He was 

also considered a man of his word in the yuan group, so his words carried a different weight. 

Last night, Yuan shaojing, who was far away in Jiang city, had called elder qu. 

He had specifically mentioned Lin Hanxing’s unconventional means of suppressing the enemy over the 

phone ... 
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To put it bluntly, he loved to take an unusual path! 

It was also because of this that Yuan shaojing had hinted to elder qu not to be too surprised no matter 

what happened today! 

“You can’t, but I can!” 

Her long eyelashes, which were like black down feathers, moved slightly. It was a casual sentence, but it 

was enough to make people dumbfounded! 

So, her solution was to simply withdraw from the sugar industry in country G? 

Out of sight, out of mind? 

Wasn’t this a joke? 

if you weren’t personally selected by Mr. Yuan, I would suspect that you were bribed by the senanda 

family. 

Another director said in an unpleasant tone. 

If he threw a good piece of cheese cake directly in front of the disgusting rat, how could the rat not 

pounce on him and take it? When Yuan’s group lost the fat meat of the sugar industry, what would be 

left? 

Thinking of the future, everyone’s eyes were filled with darkness! 

“Actually, our Yuan family has been in the limelight these years ...” 

Yuan San pondered as he spoke. Although the yuan family had lost a fat piece of meat, it was not a loss 

for him at all. After all, the second Princess Consort had promised ... 

Before he could finish his sentence, Lin Hanxing’s half-smile had already swept over him. He was so 

shocked that his heart trembled. 

“You’re wrong!” 

She said slowly. 

“Yuan’s group hasn’t been in the limelight these years, but no! Enough! Sheng!” 

She turned the dragon and phoenix ring on her slender finger and dropped the depth bomb without a 

sound! 

It immediately blew up, and people couldn’t come back to their senses! 

He’s already the richest man in country G’s Chinese population, and ... He’s still not rich enough? 

Wasn’t this tone a little too insolent and arrogant? 

“What big words!” 

Someone snorted coldly, obviously not taking the arrogant words of a woman seriously! 



today is the first time I’m meeting all of you after I officially took over. I wasn’t interested in the mess 

that Yuan Corporation is in, but since I’m sitting here for various reasons, I won’t break my own rules ... 

Didn’t the senanda family want to take over the yuan family’s sugar industry? 

She was afraid that it would not swallow fast enough! 

 


